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Louis vuitton pattern stencil

Great product and price these are very good products at an affordable price compared to others on the market. Also a decent seller with good comms. -------------------------------------------------------- *Payments are processed securely with a express register PayPal* If you want to pay with a credit or debit card, click the Buy with PayPal button,
and then select Pay with credit or debit card or check out as a guest ----------------------------------------------------------- If you requested a transfer tape, you'll receive one transfer tape for each sheet booked.  Sheet Dimensions - Air Force Size Guide, Jordan, etc:: Large - W: 25.5 cm, L: 17.1 cm (good for sizes 10 UK (11 US) and above
medium - W: 24.0 cm, L: 16.0 cm (good for sizes 7 UK (8 US) and above) Small - W: 22.5 cm, L: 15.0 cm (good for sizes 4 UK (5 US) and smaller Especially- W: 22 cm, L: 16 cm (printing here is much smaller compared to small-sized sizes The print is good for shoes for toddlers and is about 1 cm wide and suitable for vans shoe squares
Embedded.), you get an entire sheet of the same size as the larger sizes, except that the pattern size is much smaller as described. If you are not sure which size to choose, we recommend choosing a medium. It will fit most of the good shoe sizes for your entire work project on. Small, medium and large are all very similar in size anyway,
only in size to match the sizes listed above^. Shipment: Usually shipped on the same day or on the next working day.  More information about the shipment will be provided at checkout. How to use:1. Make sure that the surface of everything you use has been deglazed and prepared using 'Angelus Leather Prepares Deglazer', or at least
just regular acetone. This ensures that the stencils stick to the surface well and the color does not leak anywhere when applied.2. Peel off the unwanted parts of your stencil, leaving the mould you need in paperback.3. Take the transfer tape and glue the paperback the vinyl is in, to the tape.4. Then peel off the paperback card and the
vinyl stencil will remain on the transfer tape, now stick and apply.5. After applying the stencils, apply heat using a brown pistol or hairdryer, and tap softly on the stencils on the surface and spread evenly to ensure a good stick on the surface. 5.75 x 8.75 x 2 custom Louis Vuitton self-adhesive stencil. For shoes, stickers, window, wall etc.
These stickers are high quality self-adhesive vinyl (black) for the purpose of shoe custom. Comes with 2 stencils and 2 pieces of transfer tape of the same size. Designer Custom LV Stencil Self Adhesive Premium Vinyl 2 Sheets of Transfer Tape Included (Same Size) Free Shipping
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